
EFFICIENCYAUTOMATION
Views are a powerful sales tool for sorting data, identifying target 
groups, and streamlining sales e�orts. They allow for quick and 
easy access to information, helping teams stay organized and 
productive.

Lists are crucial for taking action on groups of contacts, such 
as sending marketing emails or setting up automation 

workflows.

YESYES, LIMITED
Views can be used with all of HubSpot's standard objects 
(contacts, companies, deals, tickets, and custom objects), as 
well as some HubSpot-defined objects (calls, marketing 
events, and target accounts) This versatility makes it easy to 
drill down into specific properties for analysis and reporting.

Lists help you segment, but only for contacts and 
companies. There are two types of Lists: Static Lists do not 

update as new or existing records meet/no longer meet the 
List criteria. Active Lists automatically update when records 

meet or leave the criteria needed for the List.

NOYES
While Views are useful for the organization and analysis of 
your data, they do not have any direct functionality for 
workflow automations or reporting. Instead, Views can help 
you identify certain segments of your data that you may want 
to include or exclude from your automation workflows or 
reporting. Note that you can use Views to put a bulk list of 
contacts in a sequence, however!

You can set up automation workflows that trigger based 
on specific List membership. For example, you can 

create a List of “New Leads” and enroll contacts that 
meet those criteria into a welcome email automation 

workflow.

NOYES
Views are used to filter and sort contacts, they do not have 
the functionality to send bulk marketing emails.

You can use Lists to segment your contacts and then use 
the email functionality within HubSpot to send targeted 

campaigns to specific groups of contacts. 

Can I bulk-send marketing emails?

NONO
Viewing and filtering records are available on all HubSpot 
products and plans.

Creating and using Lists are available on all HubSpot 
products and plans.

VS

Want help getting the most out of HubSpot? Get in touch at digitalreachos.com

Can I enroll someone in an automation workflow?

Can I segment my records?

What’s the use case?

Do I need to be on a paid plan or specific Hub?


